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ANALYSIS, '· 
Showing the Development of the Subject. 
l• 
l• A general statement of the co~ditions in the Massachusetts Bay 
· Colony during and prior to the period 1704 - 1755 which were ad¥ 
verse to the develppment of newspapers. 
A. High price and poor quality of printing paper •. 
a. Dependence of England upon foreign countries for its 
supply of printing paper. ' 
be Slow development of the art.of paper-manufacturing in 
· England. 
c. Dependence of New England ~pon the mother country for 
· its supply of paper. 
d. Failure of the effort to manufacture pap~r in Massa-
chusetts in 1728 - 1740. 
B. Difficulty of securing other necessary supplies and machin-
. ery. 
a·· !rinting-presses. 
b !' Type. 
c •. Printing-ink· 
c. Popular indifference to the value of newspapers. 
a. Small circulation of the "Boston News-Letter" at the 
end of fifteen years of publication. 
D· Resttiction of the liberty of the press. 
a. Suppression of the first newspaper ( 1690 ). 
b· Rigid censorship of the press from 1639 to 1730. 
c.· Arbitrary interference with the newspaper press ·by the 
· General Court. 
E. Hostility of the clergy to the newspapers. 
·a. Attitude of the Mathers ( 1690 - 1728 ). 
b. Later pulpit criticism of the newspapers. 
2. A general statement of the conditions in the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony during and prior to the period 1704 - 1755 which were fav-
orable to the development of newspapers. 
A. The existence· of an active printing and publishing busi-
ness from 1639 downward. 
a. Variety and wide circulation of printed matter. 
B. Compositions and publications which prepared the way for 
the introduction and development of newspapers. 
a. Whe offivial news-letters written by the postmaster 
in Boston. 
II. 
b. Earlier news-letters. 
c. Custom of printing news-letters by order of the Coun-
cil• 
d. Almanacs. 
II. First Period, 1704 - 1721; 
Newspapers as Intelligencers. 
1. Character and abilities of John Ca~pbell, the editor of the first 
· newspaper. 
2. Development of the "Boston News-Letter", the first permanent news ... 
letter. 
A· Details of the establishment of the "lTews-Letter". 
a. Date, April 24, 1704· 
b. Physical characteristics. 
B~ Purpose and charaater of the "News-Letter"• 
a. Publication of intelligence the omly object. 
b~ Preference of European to domestic news, the "News-
. Letter" a digest of the English newspapefs. 
c. Emphasis laid upon Roman Catholic vs. Protestant af-
. fairs. 
a. Trivial and strictly non-polxtical character of the 
· domestic ne\vs/ 
e. Unimportance of the advertising. 
3. Appearance of the "Boston Gazette". 
4· "mn the period 1704 - 1721 newspapers broke down the entirely re-
strictive prejudices of the governing classes and the clergy, and 
beliame a necessary convenienc in the life of the city." 
III. Second Period, 1721 - 1726; 
A Time of Transition• 
1· Revolutionary character of the "New-England Courant."! 
A· Personal prejudices which induced James Franklin to found 
· the "Courant". 
2. Opposition encountered by the ~Courant". 
B. Hostiiity of the clergy. 
c. Interference of the General Court. 
D. Transfer of the paper to Benjamin Franklin• 
"-~-·----... ----~ -- ' ~. 
s·tr'S,·;;;-~ -ri"'.<,-
3. Literary peculiarities of the "Courant"• 
A. The p~rt played by old Dr. Janus. 
a. Activity of a number of unknown.oorrespondents. 
b !. Gradual decay of the quality and quantity of the ocr-
respondence. 
o. Literafy criticism in the "Courant". 
d· Extent to which Benjamin Franklin ointributed to the 
· "Courant". - . 
e~ Extent to which the public contributed. 
4. "'The New-England'Courant 1 introduced literary traditions among 
· the newspapers of Massachusetts, and educated the general public 
to become odmtri butors to their columns." 
IV. Third.Period, .1727 - 1735; 
· Addisonianism. 
l• Literary purpose of "The :t-Iew-England Weekly Journal". 
A. The oontributors 1 ·club and its president, Proteus Egho. 
a. Subject and style of the papers contributed an imita-
. tion of the kind of writing in which Addison had ex-
celled. 
b. Small number of contributors. 
X• Major. part played by Mather Byles, Judge Dan-
forth, and Thomas lrinoe. 
o. Poetival absurdities of the "Journal"• 
X• Mather Byles the chief contributor of verse. 
d· Abandonment of the literary purpose at the end of 
· three years. 
2· Independent literary ideal of "The Weekly Rehearsaln• 
A· The editor, Jeremy Gridley, the principal contributor. 
a. Intellectual freedom the theme of his papers• 
b. Abandonment of the literary purpose and sale ·of the 
· "Rehearsal" at the ned of one year. 
3· "The e:Xplanation of Gridley's failure, as well as of the failure 
of "The New-England Weekly Journal",. lay probably in publie apathy 
toward such publications r~ther than in any want of skill or abil-
ity in the editors." 
v. Fourth Eeriod, 1735 - 1755t 
Later Newspapers. 
1-; Character of Thomas Fleet, the editor of "The Boston r:vening Post". 
A· The npost" a news-sheet primarily, with secondary emphasis 
---------~-~~~~-~~~~--------------------
IV• 
upon religious and privati!!' controversial matter and upon 
literary features borrowed from English sources. 
a• The "?oat's" conflict with George Whitefield• 
X• Intense bitterness of the st~gg~e. 
2. Appearance of the first political newspaper, "The Bos~on Independ: 
• ent Advertiser~ • · 
A· A small group of Whigs the secret promoters• 
a• Criticism of the colonial and British administrations 
• by the "Advdrtiser"• 
b~ Academic discussions of the theory of government. 
X• Their ·monotonous allusion tbn.the axiom that self-
, love is the motive of conduct. 
y• The mysterious cobbler, their ·author. 
z~ Their high litera7y character. 
3• "The Provincial Stamp Act of 1755 marks the end of the formative 
· period of newspaper-publishing in Boston•" 
AN EXAldiN,ATION OF THE ORIGIE • DEVELOPMENT, AND 
CHARACTER OF THE NEWSP~RS PUBLISHED IN 
BOSTON PRIOR TO THE PROVINCIAL 
STAMP ACT OF 1756• 
.. 
In the year 1689 Edmund Bohun, across in old England, wrote 
in hfs "Autobiography" that. "paper became so dear that all 
printing stopped, almost; and the stationers did not care 
to undertake anything." England had always been dependent 
upon France for her su~ply of paper, and when the Revolution 
suspended trade with thathoountry the publication of books 
and newspapers in the BritAish Isles ceased• A protective 
tariff encouraged the domestic manufacture of paper and in 
1696 there were one hundred mills in England, but their 
whole product was worth "only about ~ 28,ooo"#, barely ome 
fourth of the demand, and the art of producing paper re~ 
mained in a crude st~te in England until the foundation of 
the mills in Maidstone in 1760. The scarcity o~ paper in 
the home country was felt as a famine in New England, yet 
it was in the year 1690 that the first news sheet appeared 
in Massachusetts, and in 1760 there were six flourishing 1' 
newsRapers in ~ Boston• 
.L • 
# Vide "A Chronology of Paper Making" by James Munsell, 
3rd edition, Boston, 1864; P• 27• 
-----------------------~=~==·=-
Throughout the years 1704 ~ 1755, the period to 
which this study is limited• all of the printing paper used 
in New England had either to be shipped across the Atlantic 
or carried overland from the mills which had been set up in 
Germantown, Pennsylvania, in 1690 by William De Wees. Only 
one effo~t was made tD produce paper in Massachusetts. In 
1728 the Great and General Court granted a patent to Daniel 
Henchman, Gillam Phillips~ Benjamin Fanueil, Thomas Hancock, 
and Henly Deering licensing them to enjoy a monopoly of the 
~aper-manufacturing of the colony on condition that they 
should produce 115 reams of bro~~ paper and 60 reams of 
printing paper in the first fifteen mon:tns. The five men,· 
most of whom were printers or stationers,converted an old 
fulling mill on the Neponset river and started a business 
which lasted with several vicissitudes for about twelve 
years, but the scarcity of skilled workmen hampered its 
success and it was finally abandoned because in the whole 
colony there could not be found one man who understood the 
trade. No other such enterprise was begun until after the 
year 1755· Evidence of the wretched supply of paper in the 
New England colonies is found in the constant fluctuation 
of the size of the sheets on which the newspapers were print-
ed, and in the continual recurrence of such advertisements 
as the following, taken from "The Boston Evfi'ning Post"(of 
June 1758 ),. "In the days of Mr. Campbell, who published 
a newspaper here, which is forty years ago, Paper was bought 
for eight or nine shillings a Ream and now 'tis Five Pounds; 
his Paper was never more than half a sheet, and he had Two 
------- - =---=· -=·=========::::.::= ..... 
< , 
Dollars a year for it, and had also the art of getting his 
Pay for it; and that Size has continued till within a little 
more than one year; since when we are axpeoted to publish a 
whole Sheet, so t~at the Paper now stands us in near as much 
as all .the other charges." 
Little less serious for the newspaper business was 
the necessity of importing all the presses, type, and evan 
the ink· There was no type foundry in this country until a-
bout 1760, when the first was erected in Germantown,, and 
there was no Amerioan~made press until 1750· The first such 
press·was set up in Philadelphia, but it remained unique for 
nearly fifteen years. In his "Specimens of Newspaper Liter-
ature" Joseph T. Buokingh~ says that Rogers and Fowle, print-
ers who began work in Boston about 1740, "manufactured ink 
for their own press and are supposed to be the first printers 
' .... _:' 
in America who were successful in that branch of domestic man-
ufacture." Probably three quarters of the paper and ink, and 
all of the type used by the publishers of Boston in the colon-
• 
ial period were imported from England and Scotland. 
Yet when the first permanent newspaper in Massachu-
setts, "The Boston News-Let~er"t appeared on the 4th of April, 
1704, it sold for sixteen shillings a year, or about $4.00 of 
modern money. The anomaly is explained by an advertisement 
which ~ppeared in the same paper fifteen years after it had 
been established ( in August, 1719· ) The editor complains 
tha~ he "cannot vend 300 at an impression tho' some ignorant-
ly suppose that he sells upward of 1000 far leas is he abl~ 
to print a sheet ever.y other week without an addition of four, 
4. 
six, or eight shillinss a year, as everyone thinks to give 
quarterly,, whioh will only help to pay for press and paper, 
giving his ~abor for nothing. ---- It is afforded by the 
year;·or by the piece of paper far cheaper than in England, 
where they sell hundreds, nay thousands, of copies to a very 
small number vended here•" 
If at the end of fifteen years the number of news-
paper readers in the colony was less than three hundred it 
is plain that public spirit could not have been very favor-
aple to such publications. There were several reasons for 
this. Newspapers were a new thing in the world at that time 
and they had to make a plaoe for themselves against the pre-
sumption which exists in the popular mind against every in-
novation, a prejudice duubly strong in conservative and ec-
olesiastival New England. As news-bearers their value was 
small for thet~ was very little of local importance to be 
recorded, and the reports of European affairs did not have 
a fresh and living interest in themselves and were always 
from four to thirteen months late. Beyond the field of sim-
ple news-publishing not even the papers of London had yet 
learned to go. The "Tattler" and the "Spec§ator" were still 
fo oome and the weekly "essay of manners" was unheard of. 
Political and religious disoussio~ would not have been tol-
erated either by public opinion or by the authorities. 
When the young Londoner, Harris; emigrated to Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, and published the firat and only issue of 
his intelligenoer, "Public Ocourrenoes, Forliign and Domes-
tic", in 1690, his paper was ordered suppressed at once, 
~···-······ ....... --.......... ·~ ___ __:__ ___________________ _ 
and the copies which had been sold were called in because the 
Council disapproved the publication of the current political 
news of Europe and the colomies. The Council evidently exo:o 
pressed public opinion in this actio~ for the response to 
the order calling it in was general and the issue was effec ... 
tually destroyed. The only copy of that first American news-
paper still ex~ant is in the State Paper Office in London. 
The principle on which the Council acted has been 
well set forth by Mr. s. N. n. North in his Report on the 
Periodical Press of the United States appended to the reports 
of the tenth census ( Vol. VIII., P• 11. ) where he says.· 
, 
"The act ( of June 11, 1.637, which placed the whole English 
press under the control of the c~nsor, and against which 
Milton wrote his "Areopagitioa" ) expired in 1679, but the 
courts continued to hold that the liberty did not extend to 
the gazettes, and that by the common law of England no man 
not authorized by the Crown had a right to publish politi" 
cal views. This view was accepted without dispute in the 
colony of Massachusetts:." The text of the order for the sup-
pression of the first newspaper shows that it based entirely 
on that principle;-
BY TEE GOVERNOR AND COUNCIL • 
.IJ. V~ereas some have lately presumed to Print and Disperse 
~ Pamphlet, Entituled, Public Ooourrenoes, Foreign and DomesM 
tic; Boston, Thurs., Septemb. 25th 1690 Without the least 
Privity or Countenance of Authority. 
' 
The Governor and Council having had the perusal of the 
said Pamphlet, and finding t:hat'~erein is contained Refleo-
-.--------:---:---~--------~-----:---------,--------------
6· 
tiona of a very high nature: As also sundry doubtful and un-
certain Reports, do hereby manifest and declare their high . 
Resentment and Disallowance of said .Pamphlet, and Order that 
the same be Suppressed and salled in; atrickly forbidding 
any person or persons for the future to Set forth anything 
in .Print without their License first granted by those that 
are or shall be appointed by the government to grant the same. 
Boston, September 29, 1690. 
The objection, as an entry in Judge Sewall's Diary 
makes clear,# was not as much against the "Reflections of a 
very high nature" as it was against the presumption of the 
printer in having· published without "Authority". From the 
foundation of the first press in the colony in Cambridge in 
· 1639 througho~t the pre-Revolutionary period Massachusetts 
was more rigorous in its restraint of the press than any of 
the other colonies. 1fuen William Bradford, the first print-
er in New York.t and formerly the first printer in .Pennsylva-
nia, published his protest against the proceedings of a 
.Pennsylvania court before which he had been tried for some 
matter relating to a religious difference which caused a 
tompDrary split among Penn's followers in 1692, he called 
it "New-England's Spirit ;of~-~ersecution Transmitted to Penn ... 
sylvania, etc•" By the "Spirit of Persecution" Bradford 
seems to have meant particularly the restriction put upon 
the liberty of the press. The printing bouse in Canmbridge 
was under the control of the President of Harvard College 
If Judge Sewall's entry is as follows;- "Sept. 25 ( 1690 1. 
A printed sheet entituled publick Occurr&nces comes out, 
which gives much distaste because not Licensed; and because 
of the passage referring to the French King and the Maquas." 
----------------~·-------~------~------------~----~-----~-~-~~--~-~-~ 
from the date of its foundation in 1639 until, in 1667, the 
publication of the Imitatio Christi, a book by "a popish min-
ister, wherein is contained some things which afe less safe 
to be infused among the people", occasioned the appointment 
of official censors, the first of a series of legal restraints 
upon the press which did not entirely disappear until 1755. 
The censorship lasted until 1730 or later.# Throughout the 
first sixteen years of its existence the "Boston JJews-Letter" 
bore the legend "Published by Authority11 , and the second pa~ 
per in the colony, 11The Boston Gazette", appearing in 1719, 
printed the same words under its title for a few months. A 
copy of Holyoke's Almanac for 1715 has an "Imprimatur, J. 
Dudley11 , and a pamphlet published in 1719 on the matter of 
erecting a new market house in Boston likewise shows the Im-
primatur of Samuel Shute. The Council exercised the privi-
lege of calling newspaper publishers arbutraril¥ to account 
and it frequently took advantage of its right. Among the 
editors who felt the w~ight of its displeasure were James 
Franklin ( of "The New-England Courant", iii 1722 and 1723 ), 
Thomas Fleet ( of "The Boston Evening Postn, in 1741 ), and 
Daniel Fowle ( of "The Boston Independent Advertiser", in 
1755 ) •. Fleet's case is a good illustration of the arbi-
.trariness of the use of the Council's power. It should be 
borne in mind that this incident happened after forty years 
-of newspaper publishing dn Boston• On the 8th of March, 
I After 1730 "no officer is mentioned as having particular 
control over the press. For a long time, however, the press 
appea:t.ed..staobe under greater restrictions here than in Bng-
land, that is, till toward the close of the seventeenth cen-
tury." Isaiah Thomas, "A IIlstory of Printing", Vol. I, P• 208. 
a. 
1«41, Fleet printed the following paragraph;-
"Last Sunday Captain Gibbs arrived here i'rom Madiera who 
informs us that before he left that island, Captain Dandridge, 
in one o~ His Majesty's ships of forty guns,. came in there 
from England, and gave account, that the Parliament had called 
for all the Papers relating to the War, and 'twas expected 
that the Right Honorable Sir Robert Walpole would be taken 
into custody in a very few days." 
The Council voted that this paragraph contained 
"~candalous and libellous Reflection upon His Majesty's Ad-
ministration" and ordered that the offending editor .be ar""'' 
rested. Fleet suffered an imprisonment of three or four 
days. The case against him seems to have been dropped. 
The ministers of Massachusetts were no less jeal~us 
than the government of the privileges of the newspapers. For 
a century they had enjoyed the exclusive right to inform and 
mould public opinion and they were not willimg to share their 
power. Judge Sewall says nothing in his Diary of the offi-
cial suppression of the first newspaper but he does mention 
Cotton Mather's public letter of censure upon the paper. 
Mather's letter probably had as much to do with stirring up 
the sentiment that destroyed every copy of that single issue 
of "Public Occurrences, Foreign and Domestic" as had the pro-
clamation of the Governor and Council·# The opposition of 
the clergy, and especially of the Mathers,continued through-
#The reference in Judge Sewall's diary is under the date of 
October 2nd, 1690,- "Mr. Mather writes a very sharp letter 
about it•" 
9. 
out the first half of the eighteenth century. In 1721 - 1722 
they were up in arms against the "New-England Courant", and 
as late as December, 1742, we find Thomas Fleet, editor of 
"The Boston Evening Post", complaining that he was "credibly 
informed that an emin~t minister of this town has lately 
warned his people against reading of pamphlets and newspapers 
wherein are contained religious controversies." The "eminent 
minister" referred to by Fleet was Reverend Thomas Prince. 
He was bitterly angry over the attitude of the press toward 
George iVhitefield, and in the course of the subsequent year 
( March 5t 1743· ) he brought out a weekly magazine of his 
own called the "Christian History", the first religious pe-
riodical in America, in order to combat the newspapers. 
The development of newspapers in Boston in spi§e 
of so many discouragements was the consequence of counter 
circumstances setting naturally to that result. Massachu-
setts had been the center of the literary activity of the 
colonies for a century.# .Printing had begun there for;ty :.'o 
years earlier than it had in any of the other provinces, 
and the press had turned out a large variety of material, 
devotional and polemic literature, history, versec;,legal 
matter, almanacs, and proclamations of the government. 
The reading interest and publishing enterprise of the colo-
ny made it a good field for the development of newspapers 
when the time for their appearance came. 
:ff "Till the year 1760 it appears that more books were printed 
in Massachusetts annually than in any other colony, and until 
1740 more printing was dome there than in all the other col-onie~"• Isaiah Thomas, "A History of Printing11 , Vol. I., P• 
209. 
. -----·---------- --------- ·-·······. --·------- ·------.C:------=---=:::-::::-::::::::::=:::::::=::-==----------· - __ ..::::.:.:;,-·---------··· 
10. 
When "The Boston News-Letter" began publication in 
1704 the way had been prepared for it by a variety of simi-
lar literature which had been appearing in the colony for a 
half century or more, and from which the "News-Letter" dif-
fered in name more that it did in any other way• Best known 
of its forerunners is the series of eleven news-letters which 
it was a par~ of John Campbell's official duty as post master 
to write and send to the Governors of Connecticut. These e~ 
pistles are preserved in the Library of the Massachusetts 
Historical Society. The first is dated May 21, 1700, and the 
last, October, --, 1703· All are addressed to John Winthrop 
at New Lon~on. They are written on sheets of printing paper 
of about the. size of Campbell's later newspaper, and they 
contain usually about four hundred words of script summar" 
izing the news brought by vessels from Europe and the Ameri-
can colonies of England, France, and Spain• One of them, 
dated June 1, 1703, reports the polling for the AssemblY• 
The heading and arrangement of this news are identical with 
that adopted for similar items in "The Boston News~Letter", 
and the development of the printed from the written form 
was a very short step. ~ritten news-letters, both official 
and private, were evidently as common in New England as they 
were in old England. Sometimes they were ordered printed in 
the form of broadsides, and we have two such specimens still 
surviving; the earliest, published in 1689, contained ex-
tracts from two letters by Increase L:a.ther, dated from Lon-
don, where he was then living while on a mission form the 
colony. The second specimen, which bore tho captio:t_i, "Ad-
11· 
mira.l Russell's Letter to the Earl ·o:r :Nottingham, Containing 
an Exact and Particular Relation of the Late Happy Victory 
and Success against the Frenchrrtl was printed on a whole 
sheet o~ paper in four pages with two columns to the page, 
and resembled the earliest newspapers in almost every par-
ticular• Yfuen the colonial postmasters were ordered to 
write news-letters regularly an~ forward then to the gover-
nors of neighboring colonies it was natural that they should 
think of manifolding copies and sending them by mail to as 
many as wished to subscribe for them. This was what Camp-
bell did, and it was what Brooker, Musgrave, Phillips, and 
Boydell, the suceass:i:ve editors of' "The Boston Gazette", 
and Ellis Huske, the editor of "The Boston Weekly Post Boy", 
did again in later years. Mr., North says that "the post of-
fice may be :fairly called the godfather o:f American ~ournal­
ism". It is cettain that the duty to collect news and re-
duce it to writing together with the opportunity to distrib-
ute it easily brought the first newspaper into being. 
The "almanacks" of the seventeenth century were on .. 
ly less important than the news-letters in opening the way 
for the newspapers of the eighteenth century. "In 1639 (the 
year in which the :first press was erected in Massachusetts ) 
Mr. Daye printed an 'Almanack, calculated for New-England by 
Mr. Pierce, Mariner.'"%: rFroih.'"lthat time on the almanac was 
I The date o:f this publication is uncertain. 
% The quoted words are taken from "Early Printing", a paper 
road be:fore the New London Historical Society, September 16, 
1891, and published in its Records and Papers, Part III., 
Vol. I., P• 41• 
-
universal• The names of thirty-seven publishers whose alma-
nacs appeared prior to the year 1710 have come down to us, 
and among them ·are Urian Oakes and Co.tton Mather. The most 
skillful and successful of them, according to Moses Coit Ty~ 
ler, was Nathaniel Ames, an innkeeper of Dedham. Massachu-
setts. who began to print his almanac two years before"Poor 
Richard" was launched by Benjamin Franklin• These almanacs 
were the only generally diffused current literature, except 
sermons, and their range of subject was wide. '~ach old cal-
endar was a purveyor of news, an anthology, a receptacle for 
the perpetu~tion of remarkable events, a symposium of the 
" 
wits of the day,.·and a continual cyclopedia of anecdotes, 
grave, gay, humorous and patriotic• ~--- Even politics was 
included, and the favorite candidates were lauded; sittings 
of the courts were given, roads and distances told of, with 
the best houses of entertainment along them, and elaborate 
financial tables and documents were addwd·"fl: Such a jumble 
was a newspaper in disguise. Let it appear in installments 
and it would become a newspaper in very deed. The influence 
of the almanacs as a force in bringing the newspapers into 
being was small, but it had a large modifying effect upon 
their .later development. In the following study of the 
growth of the Boston newspapers in the period 1704 - 1755 
the results of that influence will often appear. 
If The quoted words are taken from "Early _llrinting", P• 42. 
~-
··---~--. ~-----------------------------
First Period 1 1704--1721· 
Newspapers as Intelligencars. 
John Campbell, the founder of the "Boston Bews-Letterj had not 
been ideall7 eduvated for his position as the pioneer journalist 
of this countey. During the nineteen 7ears of his editorship 
his contributions to the paper were few and slender; and when 
he di4 indiscreetl7 allow an advertisement of his own writing 
to insinuate .itself into his publication he was sure to get en-
tangled in some such lab7rinth of a sentence as the followingt 
taken from the issue of December 18, 1718;- "It being 6ustom-
ar7 ever,vwhere to pa7 Quarterl7 for News-Papers, such as have 
not already paid for this Letter of Intelligenoe the CUrrant 
Year, that ends the last Monday in Delember, are hereby desired 
now to pay or send i~ the same unto John Campbell in Cornhill, 
Boston, with their Resolution before the first of January next; 
if the7 would have it continued and proceeded on for another 
Year-! Life permitted )" 
He was not a lit:erary figure, but tho literary peo-
ple of Massachusetts had despised and rejected the newspaper, 
and it 6ell to the lot of this crude, middle-aged Scotchman, 
whose only qualifications were that he had been for four or five 
years "a bookseller, and postmaster in Boston." ( Buckingham's 
"Specimens of Newspaper Literature", Vol• I, P• 5· ) What kind 
of man he was we have few means of knowing, for he never revealed 
himself in his paper except rarely to ask better ••pport from his 
subscribers, occasKons when he showed himself a little bit quer• 
ulous and choleric. He does not seem to have been resourceful 
either as editor or publisher. The circulation of the "NewsN 
Letterj he tells us himsel~never exceeded three hundred numbers 
per issue, and the profits never more than covered the expenses. · 
' 
His was an essentially "single track mind", for in all those 
nineteen years during which he brought out the "Letter" he did 
not once change his editorial policy, and his last number, which 
appeared in March, 1723, was practically a reproduction of the 
paper which he had first offered on the 24th of April, 1704. He 
met criticism, opposition, conteJlllt, and even neglect with stol-
id indifference, and went on printing and selling the kind of 
paper he had made up his mind to print and sell regardless of 
the scorn and the successful competition of the rival newspaper 
men who began to enter the field in 1719• His obstinacy and 
.. 
determinatiop had their reward• His paper, which was started 
fifteen years before any other publisher in the American coloM 
nies had the hardihood to undertake such an enterprise, out-
lived every newspaper which appeared in opposition to it in the 
course of his lifetime, and survived until the latter part of 
the Revolution. 
"The Boston News-Letter", in its first nineteen num-
bers, was printed on a half sheet of pot paper,· with double-
columned pages, in small pica type. ( Isaiah Thomas, "History 
of Printing", Vol• II, P• 191· ) The twentieth number was 
printed on a half sheet of foolscap, and foolscap was the stand-
ard size for many years• The type was poor and the paper thick 
and coarse, very roughly cut and sometimes irregular in shape. 
As has alre~dy been indicated, the publication was the direct 
outgrowth of the series of news-letters which Campbell's dutmes 
as postmaster compelled him to compile, and it differed from 
them only in that it was printedJ and bore the caption, "The 
Boston News-Letter, Printea by Authority." 
At the foot of the second page of his first number 
Campbell stated his purpose;~ 
"This Nerws Letter is to be continued Weekly, and all 
Persons who have any Houses, Lands, Tenements, Farms, Ships,· 
Vessels, Goods, Wares, or Merchandizes &c to be Sold or Lett; 
or Servants Runaway; or Goods Stoll or Lost may have the same 
Inserted at a Reasonable Rate; from Twelve Pence to Five Shil-
lings, and not to exoeed:~---· 
"All Persons in Town or Country may have said News-
Letter Weekly upon reasonable terms agreeing with John Campbell 
Post Master for the same•" 
! . 
Advertisements and subscriptions are the whole bur* 
den of his modest little prospectus. He let his title stand 
as the only indication of the nature of his paper, and made no 
boasts nor .~remises for it• He obeyed both of Horace's rules 
for epio poetry; he avoided a beginning in which 
Parturi~nt montes ------------, 
and he plunged 
-----------------in medias rea. 
His epic opened in the midst of contemporary European 
political history and it carried the story on, varying it with 
occasional episodes of local interest·, through all the weeks of 
the nineteen years ofrhi~ editbrzhi)• Campbell'a plan wa~ to 
give hia readera a~ complete a record a~ he could •ecure of the 
newa of the Britiah Ialea and Continental Europe. Reporta from 
Barbadoe~ and the Weat Indie~ were reckoned almoat aa important 
aa tranaatluntia item•, but domo~tic and local affair• had o&cant 
notice in the 11.Newa-Lettor"• Colonial mattera were regarded aa 
"filler" material, and were generally tucked in with advertiae-
ments and port nowa on the back page• The grand purpoae of the 
paper wa• to make publia every available •crap of information 
about the co~rta and campa of Europe which Campbell, by every 
hook and crook, could obtain• 
In form the "Bewa-Lotter" waa a digeat. It wa:a made 
up of paragraph• picked from varioua European new~paporz and 
"' magazinea. The fir~t iaaue contained a reaume of the activitiea 
ot the Young Pretender which waa taken from "The London Flying 
Poat"r At intervala •uch aelected articlea appeared but they 
wore not common• In ita typical form the firat and a part of 
the back pagea of the publication were filled with a number of 
newa-de•patchea taken without ackni~ledgement from Engliah newa-
aheeta and printed without introduction or comment of any kind, 
thua;-
".Pari a, Sept. 1, The .King went into Mourn(g the 24th 
la~t paat, for the ~ueen of England and will it i• aaid, wear 
it Three Month•· The Dauphin likewiae did the aamo on the 25th, 
which waa the firat Day of hi:a wearing Breechea. 
"The Duke of Marlborough waa not dead the 14th of Jan-
uar,y, but continued much out of order• 
"It i• now oonfirm~d beth Rome, that on the 28th laat 
a Promotion of aix Cardinal• waa made, among which, 'tia aaid, 
there ia one French and another Scot• Native. 
"Laat Thuraday the firat hunting Courae waa made at 
Chantilly, in which above tkenty great and amall wild boar~ were 
kill'd: The King aeem 1 d extremely pleaa'd and aatiafy'd with 
thi~ Diver~ion." 
No principle of any kind aeema to have governed the 
choice and arrangement of this matter• As po~tma~ter Campbell 
received oopie~ of the Engli~h intelligencera a3 aoon a~ they 
were brought into port by incoming ~hips, and he appeara to 
have had an understanding with aeveral captains that they should 
aecure aa many newapapera aa poasible for him during their ztaya 
in Briti~h harbors. Be often refera to commandera of veaaela 
with the little formula,-- "On -M- arrived Capt. --~ , who 
brought the following Intelligence•" There waa not room in the 
. 
"Newa ... Letter" to reproduce all the newa itema contained in the 
papers and magazine•r·publiahed in the old country, but Campbell 
waa determined to print everything "material", and he sacrificed 
all other objecta to that. When Louia'a XV Saturday afternoon 
hunt, and the donning of breeches by hia aon, were thought "ma ... 
terial" there waa practically no principle of excluaion.J and the 
limited apace o'i! the "Newa ... Lettor" proved inadequate to hold 
all the newa and keep abrea~t of the timea. Of two avila Crunp-
boll choae what ieemed to him the leaaer and did not keep a-
breaat of the times. At the start hia newa waa four montha 
late; after two years it waa thirteen montha late. Yet he did 
not raiae the standard of aelection but went right on publiah" 
ing year-old trivialitiea dated fromWar~aw, Genoa, Conatantino-
p+e, and Copenhagen, # indifferent how much they crowded im~ 
portamt Engli~h and colonial new•• It may be that the neglect 
I The principal European cities= which figured in the columna of 
foreign newa wereWar~aw, The Hague, Hamburg, Vienna, Genoa, Lia-
bon, hladrid,Copenhagen, Paris, Berlin, Rome, Geneva,Petersburg, 
Ratiabon, Milan,Conatantinople, Berne, Frankfort, Amaterdam, Mar-
. seillea, Stockholm, Mentz, and Dantzig. 
of Britiah affair~ wa.:a not altogether unintentional. The "News-
Letter" wa:1 publiahed by "Authority", and Campbell was a very 
cautious editor• Be waa never in trouble with the government, 
an almo~t unique diatinction among the newspaper men of that 
time, and he may have purcha~ed security by silence about the 
politics at St. Jame•• When Engliah news appeared it wa1 like-
ly to be either a report of' the campaigns against the Pretender 
in Scotland or a reproduction of Ria Majeaty'• apeechea in Par-
liament and the replies of that body• 
On the jumble of foreign newa it is almost impoasible 
to comment. It falla roughly into four classe~,~ political, 
military, religious, and miscellaneous• Military and political 
news ia relatively unimportant. The amount of apace given to it 
ia small and the iaolated facta, presented without comment upon 
their bearing on the campaigns in which they were inci~enta, 
cou~d have had little significance and intereat for men as far 
away from the eventa as were Campbell'• readeril• Under the head 
of religious news are included all references to the activities 
of the Papal Court and of the Society of Jesus, and to the per-
secutions of Protestant~ in the Catholic states of Europe. In-
terest in that subject was morbidly keen. Vaticam newa was cer-
tain of ita place in the "News-Letter", and the religious trou-
ble• of Poland and the German States got more emphaaia than any 
other aingle subject of foreign news• Beginning with the iaaue 
, 
of April 5th, 1725, five auccessive numbers were given over 
wholly to reports of the outragea of the Je•uit~ upon the Pro~ 
teatant~ of Thorn, and in the last of the five the installment 
of news on that matter, though it consisted simply of a trans-
cript of some of Frederick William's diplomatic correspondence 
with the Polish King, took precedence of an account of a criti-
cal engagement of some Massachusetts colonial troops with the 
Indians at Pigwocket, lvi.aine • Thilii preference over a feally im-
portant local event given to the troublea in Thorn i$ a good 
illustration of the peculiar brand of religious bigotry and co-
lonial anobbishnesa from which Massachusetts was auffering. 
Miacellaneoua newa included such items of merely in-
cidental and curious interest as the following;-
11London, Jan. 22· One Day la~;t Week a Man in Dept-
ford, together with his Mother belonging to Trinity House there, 
having a beef Sfake for Dinner, went into the Garden and took up 
a Root reaembling Horae Radish, and both using 't with their 
Beef, the Mother aoon after Dinner complained of a great Pain 
in her Bones, the Man aaid that he found himself in the same 
Case, and died about Four in the Afternoon, but she is still 
alive." 
Items of this kind were called "Remarkebles", and they 
figured to some extent in almost every issue of the "News-Letter"• 
Such, in rough and rather arbitrary classification, was 
the foreign news, It regularly occupied the front page of the 
paper, printed in two columns with very small ( pica 0 type. 
On the rear page appeared, fdrst,any foreign news which could 
not be accommodated elaew:here, second, co1onial news, if any, 
third, local items, if any, and last, port news and advertise-
ments. The domestic or colonial newa wa~ strictly non-politi-
cal ( with one exception, to be noted presently ) in the papers 
of this period, and ita interest usually consisted in its strange-
noaa or dreadfulness rather than in its importance. In extent 
it seldom exceeded half a page or included more than two or 
three itema, and it was aometimea omitted outright. There is 
ground for the opinion that Campbell had regular correapondents 
throughout the coloniea who sent him relays of information at 
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varioua timeal; qnd he ooca3ional~y publiahed a general appeal 
for local news. E. G. the following advertisement quoted from 
"The Beaton Newa-Letter" of .March 14, 1720,- «such a:. have any 
Remarkhl!e Occurrences that fall out in this or the Neighboring 
Province• that are worthy recording, are Deaired to get them 
well Atteated, by the Magistrate, or Miniater, of the Place an« 
directed to aome Noted Person or Persona in thia Place, that the 
Public be not imposed upon•" The material that went into the 
coltimn o:f' dome:»tio news wn11 a motley asuJortment of "Remarkables" 
und "Pfovidenoea" with a lnrg8 seasoning of commonplaces. Per-
haps the ~avorite aubject we~ thunder atorma and the vagarie~ of 
lightning bolta, which were oalled "meteora", and second in fa-
vor atood crime~ and court reports, the frequency of which wna 
astonishingly great 1n so thinly settled a community az New Eng-
land them waa. At intervals the local column, usually so inoon-
spioupua, would expand so aa to occupy two or three columna and 
supplant its rival, the foreign news, altogether. This happenoa 
when the General Court assembled and ey,changed the courtesy of 
addrcsae21 with His M.ajeaty'a Gttvornor and Captain General• Tho 
speeches were alwaya printed in full on the first page, and if 
t._. 
they ~ere long, the newspaper woull prjnt a four page nUmber to 
accommodate them. Sometimes when, during the winter months, 
few ships came in from England and foreign posts wore ~carce, 
the newapaperu wore padded with the addresses of the_governora 
in othor ooloniea.% 
fl From "The Boston News-Letter", May f'5, 1713,- "Pi•cataqua, May 
22· Wo have had no vessels arrive here ainoe my last, so no n0wa." 
:f: An advertisement in '"fhe Now-Bngland Courant", Jan• 29, 1722,-
Jeveral Per~ona who are Customers to the Gazetteer for hia News-
paper, are desirous to know when he deaigna to have done printing 
the Carolina Addreaue• to their Governor, and give his Readers 
Something in the Room of them, that will be more entertaining." 
The items of local news on the rever~e aide of the 
"News-Letter" seldom filled half a. column, though they wewe 
printed in bolder type than the foreign and domeatic newa. In 
these papers the impo~tance of the subject matter was in inverse 
proportion to the size of the type in which it was printed. The 
front page, which must contain a quantity of important matter in 
' 
a limited apace, was printed· entirely in amall pica, but as the 
type-aetter worked on the back page he would often find that he 
did not have quite enough local news to fill the remaining apace 
and wuold change, sometimes in the very middle of a sentence, 
from small pica to long primer or aome other large type• The 
local news conaiated of reports of town meetings, proclamation• 
of the municipal and colonial govermmenta, reports of weddings, 
and obituaries. These last were the moat common, and they were 
of very impoaing lengbh and style• fhey reached their climax in 
the issue of February 22, 1728, when Cotton Mather'• funeral was 
recorded. 
The port newa was a simple record of veaaela entering 
in and going out, but throughout the decade 1715 - 1725 it was 
often enlivened vdth warnings to the captain• that "there were 
several ~yratea said to be to the Leeward of Barbadoes, about 
Providence and the Bahame Ialands 1 " or elsewhere off the aouth-
ern coasts, for that waa the golden age of the sea rovera. 
The advertisement• during the period which has been 
arbitrarily limited in this study as the firat atage in the devel-
opment of Boaton newapapera were unimportant. Only rarely did 
more than four or.five appear in a single iaaue. For several 
years they were per•onal,oor private, advertisements only; e. g. 
for the apprehenaion of runaway slaves or indentured servants, 
for the recovery of stolen gooda, and for the seyvioes of wet 
Later ship captains and supercargoes began to publish 
the arrival of their vesaela with assortments of manufactured goods 
and gangs of boys to be bound out for a period of years. Book ad-
verti~ements, afterward so frequent in all the Boston newspapers, 
did not begin until 1719• The first advertisement for a book ap-
peared in the iaaue of January 26 of that year and presented "a Fa-
miliar Guide to the Right and Profitable Receuving of the Lord's 
Supper, wherewith alao the Way and Method of pur Salvation ia 
briefly and plainly declared: By T· Derrington, Sold by E. Phillips 
in Charlestown." Finally business notices of the regular trades-
men became common. 
On Decdmber 21, 1719, about two year• prior to the appear-
ance of "The New ... England Courant" in 1721, the date chosen as mark-
l'f 
ing the end·of the firat periodAnewapaper publication in Boston, 
"The Boston Gazette" came into existence• Campbell had been dis-
miaaed from the post office two years earlier and hia successor, 
one Brooker,true to the tradition& of the position, decided to pub~ 
lish an intelligencer. After thirty-five numbers had appeared he 
gave up the office and the "Gazette" to Philip Musgrave, the third 
pmstmaster in Massachusetts. James Franklin had printed the paper 
for Brooker, but Musgrave made Samuel Kneeland his printer and ar-
butrarily dismissed Franklin, of whom we shall hear more later. 
"The Gazette" was in ali reepects modelled upon the "News-
Letter", and it was niether better nor worse than its proQe~~~sor. 
During its first years it printed the same close-packed jumble of 
foreign intelligence and local reports and advertisements wfth which 
we are already familiar. Like the "News-Letter" it was an ·.Offshoot 
of the post office and a part of its tradition• Campbell relin-
quished his monopoly of the newspaper business only after a strug-
gle in which the circumstances of his dismissal from the post mas-
tership were thoroughly discussed in the pages of their respective 
journals by both parties to the dispute. For a time he refused to 
allow the "NewS~ ... Letter" to go to his country subscribers through 
the mails, a perversely spitefum step which coat him some customers. 
Within a few weeks both papera settled down to a moderately pros-
perous existence which was to last for a number of years. Evidently, 
the time had come when Boston could afford to support more than one 
newapaper. 
In the period 1704 - 1721 newap~pera eatabliwhed them-
selves in Boaton; broke down the enti~ely prohibitive prejudices 
of the governing clasaes and the clergy, and became a necesaary con-
venience in the life of the people• !hey did not become in any de-
gree muolders of public opinion,they contained no original matter, 
and they did not presume to print any news which was objectionable 
to the government of the colony. Until 1721, and for three years 
later, both the "Newa-Letter" and the "Gazette" were "Published by 
Authority"• In "The New-England Courant" of June 17, 1723, a sub-
scriber asked the publisherof that journal saroastioally whether he 
could not be "pewawaded to give us now and then some such choice 
Material• as 'The Boston Newa-Letter' is furnished with", doubting 
not but his "Paper would be more entertaining to those who are con-
cerned to know who has the ~oothache at Rome, or who dyes of the 
Wherry-go-Nimble• at New Guinea and the Land of Papoua." The sar-
casm was deserved; the time waa ripe for a step forward in newspa-
per-making. Later journals were to enter the fields of poiitios 
and literature; these two pioneers contented themselves with build-
ing up a more or less satisfactory news service and a amall body of 
newapaper-readers. 
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III. 
Second Period, 1721 - 1726·# 
A Time of Transition. 
"We find," cried Cotton Mather in the "News-Letter" of Au-
guat 28th, 172l, "a Notorious. Scandalous, Paper, called the 
"Courant", full freighted with Nonsense. Unmanliness, Rail-
- ery, Prophaneness, Immorality, Arrogance, Calumny, Lyes, 
Contradictio~s, and what not, all tending to Quarrels and 
Divisions. and to Corrupt the Minds and Manners of New-Eng-
land." Thus lamented the preacher when the third newspaper 
in Boston, "The New-England Courant", was only eleven days 
old• A year later the Governor and·Counoil bore him out in 1 
a resolution% stating that "in the Paper called The New Eng-
land Courant printed Weekly by James Franklin, many passages 
have been printed boldly reflecting on Ria Majesty's Govern-
ment and the Administration of it in this Province, the Min-
istry, Churehea, and College; and it very often contains 
paragraphs which tend to fill the Readers' minds with Vanity 
to the Dishonor of God and the disservice of Good Men." 
A year before our story opens Philip Muagrave had 
1l On page es of his "Specimens of Newspaper Literature II _' 
Buckingham assents to Isaiah Thomas's statement that "tpe 
publication of the 'Courant' ceased in the beginning of the 
year 1727", but it seems that this date is rather tcio late 
and that the publication stopped in the preceding yBar. 
Vide the check list of "The New ... England Courant" in Vol. 
IX. of the "Publicatio~s of the Massachusetts Colonial So~ 
ciety". 
% The resolution appears in the Colonial Reports of July 5, 
1722. 
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succeeded Brooker in the post office and ~s publisher of "The 
Boston Gazette", and had ousted Franklin a3 the printer of 
that paper. Franklin was an impetuous young man, just mak-
ing a start in 'the printing business, and the loss of the 
work of "The Boston Gazette" was a serious and vexatious t 
thing. His rancour found practical expression in the "Cour-
ant". He founded it to persecute Musgrave and his author-
ized newspaper, and the government and the society which 
supported such men and such papers. The "Courant" was the 
first journal which did not profess to be ".Published by Au-
thority". In an early number a contributor who signed him-
self 'Lucilius' jeered at Musgrave;-
"A famous Title now you boast on, 
P-st M----r in the Town of B~--~n, 
~ But when your u.zltfuous Head is lost· 
You will become a MAS!ER POST. 
How will you look at Cambridge Races, 
11iongst~idle Fops, and gaping Asses ? 
You not the least of all the Crew, 
f,e 
WillAexpos'd to Laughter too; 
Nay, it will frighten all Beholders, 
To see your Head run down your Shoulders. 
Yet this will be your fatal End, 
Unless you timely do amend." 
The contributor was very outspoken about the kind of amend~ 
ment that he wished to see. It was to consist of an abate-
ment of the practices of afbitrarily delaying the delivery 
of letters and. of failing to deliver with their seals un-
broken and their contents untouched letters which had oon-
tained money. Like a sensible man Musgrave, whether he was f 
-· r-z;;:re 
guiility of the offences charged or not. ignmred the libels 
and went snug19 on in the post office until 1726. Franklin 
gave up his first quarry and turned his attention in Decem-
ber, 1721, to a prominent lawyer who had recently made a 
rather pretentious wedding for his negro seYvant. The in-
cident was recorded by the 11Courant 11 with comment;-
"Quaere, \Vhether the Sagacious Gentleman of the 
Law, by making so public a Wedding for his Negro, intended 
to put the Magistrates in Mind of their Duty, and to pro-
voke them to enquire into the Cause of his cohabiting with 
a certain French Lady as his Wife. tho' they were never 
publickly known to be marry'd; Or whether he Design'd by 
it to ridicule and bid Defiance to the Government." 
In this attack Franklin had better success, for 
the lawyer was prosecuted and convicted a few·weeks later. 
Libels and lampoons of this kind appeared on the 
front page of the "Courant" where they alternated with es-
says and letters of a less personal character, and crowded 
the few short foreign and domestic news items onto the re~ 
verse side. In the summer of 1721 Boston was aroused over 
the question of vaccinating for the small pox. The physi-
cians were divided on the issue but the Mathers had espoused 
the cause of "Inoculation"; the "Courant" professed neutra-
lity and threw its columns open to both parties. It hap-
pened that most of the letters contributed were opposed to 
the new remedy. and in one of the first to appe~r ~writer, 
seeking to allay the prejudice in faror of vaccination 
which the influence of the clergy had created, had the in-
discretion to say boldly that the ministers were fallible, 
-· 
and to invoke proof from the "Infatuatiol). Thirty Years ago, 
after several had fallen Victims to the mistaken Notions of 
Dr· M .. ---r." At the same time another correspondent quoted 
Grumble's "Life of Mon~" in the following passage:-
"Doubtless a Clergyman, while he keeps within the 
Sphere of his Duty to God and his People, is an Angel of 
Heaven; but when he shall degenerate from his own Calling 
and fall into the Intrigues of the State and Time-Serving 
he becomes a Devil; and from a Star in the Firmament of Hea-
ven he becomes a ~ooty Coal in the blackezt liell, and receiv-
eth the greate$ Damnation." 
Then it was that pamphlets came out against the 
"Courant" and branded it as "notoriously prostituted to a 
Hellish Servitude~# and that Increase Mather proclaimed him-
self "extreamly offended" with the "Vile Courant" and re-
called happier days when "the Civil Government wutacr have 
taken an effect-Q.al Course to suppress such a Cursed Libell "% 
Mather Byles, then a student at Harvard College, came up to 
the help of his grandfather with a violent article ( printed 
in the "Gazette" ) in which he asserted that the "Courant" 
was the organ of an abandoned coterie "with a Non ... Juror at 
the Head of theml", which he called the "Hell-Fire Club"• 
Franklin replied to both accusers in vigoroua "satyrs", and 
took o.ccasion in his answer to Byles for a fling at the Col ... 
lege. Society, the Church and the leaders in ~he government 
were now ranged openly against him and waited only for an op-
portunity to reach him through the arm of the law. 
If Vide "The New-England Courant" for February 12, 1722. % Vide "The Boston Gazette" for January 29, 1722. 
In the latter Dart of the year 1722 the 11Courant 11 
criticised the government for its dilatoriness in fitting 
out a war vessel for iervice against the pirates, and soon 
after ( January 16, 1723· ) Franklin vralJ "Strictly forbidden 
to l'rint or Publish the New-Eng:J_and Courant, or any Pamphlet 
or Paper of the like Nature, except it be first supervised 
by the Secretary of this Province•" Resistance to the order 
was followed by arrest and "the Justices of His Majesty's 
Sessions of the Peace for the County of Suffolk at their 
next Adjournment, 11 were "directed to take sufficient Bonds 
of the said Franklin for his good Behavior for Twelve .Months 
Time." At last the ~ditor yeilded, or seemed to yeild• and 
gave over the management of the paper to his more famous 
brother and apprentice, whol notwithstanding he was a minor 
and that he left Boston permanently within a fe•.1 months, 
nominally conducted the paper through the remaining three 
years of its life. 
Benjamin Franklin headed his first issue of the 
"Courant" with the motto, 
"Non ego mordaci dustrinxi Carmine quenquam, 
Nulla venenate Litera mista joco est.rr 
He announced that "fhe main design of this weekly paper will 
be to ·entertain the town with the most comical and dive'rting 
incidents of human life, which in so large a place as Boston, 
will not fail of universal exemplification: Nor shall we be 
wanting to fill up these papers with a grateful interspersion 
of more serious mprals, which may be drawn from the most lu-
dicrous and odd parts of life•" In the same number he des-
cribed the club of contributors or editors and introduced 
their president:-
-----------
"There is one PtJrson TYh<Jm we honor aa a Doctor in 
the Chair, or Perpetual Dictator. 
"Tho Sooioty nnd dos1gn'd to present the Public 
with his Effigies, but that the 11cner, to whom be was pre-
sented for a Draught of hia Countenance, deacr,y'd ( and 
this h' 1a read7 to offer upon Oath ) Binetoen Feoturea -in 
hia Faoe. more than ever he beheld in any human Viaage be-
fore; which so raised the ?rive o! his P~oture, that the 
Master himself forbid the Extravagance of coming up to it. 
And the-n beoide. tho LiJmer, objoo:ted a Schism in his Faoe, 
whioh oplits it in a Line straight from his Forehead down 
to bia Chin, in such sort that llr·• . 'aintor protests it is 
a double lf'ace, and he'll have Four Pounds for the .l?ortnit• 
ure• However, tho' thia doubae Face have spoilt ~s of a 
pretty Picture, 7et we all rejoiced to see old Janus in our 
Company. 
"Thero ia no Mnn in Boston bettor qualified than 
old Janus for a Courantcr, or if you pleaoe, an Observator, 
being a Man of such remarkable Opticks, as to look two waya 
at once•" 
Old ~anus beonme the most popular person in the 
province and each week received aDd })rinted t\vo or three 
lettara on a variety of subJects. At first ~he criticism 
of tho -gove~ent was continued with increased aeverity and 
impudence but it gradually became loss~~rominent and osaays 
of another sort appeared. The r'Courant" novor hl\l ,any 
olaoh with the authoritiea after it began ·to publish under 
Benjamin Franklin's name, but it would hardly be anfe to 
attribut~ this to hie diacrotion of shrewdnoaa for he tells 
usa in the "AutobiographJr, that he had charco of the paper 
for only ono month, during his brother's confino~ant.and • 
calls the use of his name rra very flimsy scheme". YH1atever 
the cause, a decided change had come over the character of 
the "Courant" during the year 1723• Probably the group of 
men who oontrubuted had gradually ohanged. An analysis of 
the letters and essays during this period shows about 65% 
of them dealing with such harmless and conventional sub~ 
jects as "Flattery"• "Drunkenness", and "Pride"• Rarely 
these were acknowledged by the correspondents as quotations 
from the writings of better authors and they ought probably 
to have been more gemerally so acknowledged, for many of 
them bear the ear-marks of the London magazines.# "Satyrs" 
upon the provincial government and colonial manners con-
tinued to.appear but they were less venemous than they had 
been originally. Sober discussions of the issue of paper 
money by the merchants of the colony occurred at intervals; 
they were quite innocuous for the merchants' paper was not 
an affair of government. The doings of the General Court 
and the Governor and Council were left discreetly alone. 
In 1723 some missionaries of the Anglican Church 
invaded Connecticut and became aggressive in the claims 
that they made through the newspaper and pamphlet press. 
The one time heterodox "Courant" opened its columns to the 
defenders of the Congregationalist Faith and actually pub-
lished a long formal argument against the authority of the 
=/J Cf. an advertisement in the "New-England Courant" of May 
28• 1722,- "Whereas the Publisher of this Paper is inform'd, 
that some of his Correspondents have borrow'd from other 
Authors wothout quoting the Passages. These are to desire 
them for the future to mention the Authors from whom such 
Passages are .taken, or distinguish them by Comma' a ( " ) at 
the beginning of each Line, otherwise they may expect to 
have thier Ylri tings expos •-a • \' ," 
Fathefs. The truth seems to be that the men who wrote for 
the first numbers of the paper were tired, and, possibly, 
that the public was tired. The editor resorted to several 
expedients to arouse his readers and oont~ibutors. He in~ 
troduoed Mr. Turnstone, who settled domestic trpubles of the 
most delicate kind in the broadest language. His corres-
pondents laid bare the shortcomings of their spouses with 
a candor and explicitness quite startling, and if the let-
ters were genuine their authors must have been recognised 
in many oases. 
In the early issues of the journal there had been 
some clever criticism of current verse as it appeared in 
pamphlets and newspapers. An epidemic of elegy had taken 
possession of the province, and when, in the summer of 1722, 
an old lady named Kitel died in Salem, and received the hon-
or of some unusually atrocious decasyllabics, "Hipercritious" 
hailed the new "Kitelio Poetry" as equal to the ancient .Pin-
daric, and from that day on "Kitelic" became a by-word. The 
critical contributions which began in the 11Courant's 11 heyday 
were continued during its decline and maintained their wit 
and skill even in the general decay. 
After 1724 the "Courant" degenerated into an in-
telligencer of a type little better than the 11News-Letter" 
and "Gazette". For weeks together there were no communica-
tions to Rev. Dr. Janus and at last a letter announced his 
death and the students at Harvard College prepared to bury 
him worthily. The editor made a last effort by launching 
"The Life of Jonathan Wild", a rogue story of the kind pop-
ular at the time, as a serial. It ran from October 9, 1725, 
until the end of the year, and in spite of monotony and mor-
alizing was not a bad story. After January i, 1726, the pa-
per ceased its struggles to keep above the level of a mere 
intelligencer. 
The question of the authorship of the letters and 
papers published in the "Courant" is not easy. The only writ-
er who is certainly known is Benjamin Franklin, who tells us 
in the .'!Autobiography" that he wrote "several" contributions 
prior to his brother's imprisonment. His incognito was dis-
covered before that•. event and he thereu}:}on ceased to write. 
Consequently February 11, 1723 must be accepted as a date 
later than the last of his essays; his work was done during 
the most prosperous days of the "Courant". There is a tra-
dition that a se~ies of letters signed 'Silence Dogood• was 
his. This series began on the 16th of April, 1722• but ex-
tended into June, 17231 a time later than Franklin's last 
contributaon. The author of the first of these letters must 
have been in close sympathy with James Franklin and his as-
sociates, for in the character of herself with which he has 
her introduee her series of epistles he makes Silence say,-
"I am a hearty Lover of the Clefgy and all good Men, and a 
mortal Enemy to arbitrary Government and unlimited Power. 
I am naturally very jealous for the Rights and Libertiea of 
my Country, ---- and have likewise a natural Inclination to 
observe and reprove the Faults of others, at which I have 
an excellent Faculty•" From a literary point of view Si-
lence Dogood's·letters are the best series contained in the 
"Courant"• They are uneven,however, and may have been writ-
ten by several persons working quite apart. Benjamin Frank-
lin may have written some of them; he certainly did not-write 
all· 
The most puzzling, and from our point of view the 
moat important point in the general question of authorship 
is the extent to which the group of men who surrounded James 
Franklin when he started his "Courant", and who were often 
mentioned in the earlydays as the "Hell-Fire Club", aotu .. 
ally wrote for the paper. The contemporary opinion was that 
they were the only authors. This may have been true at the 
beginning but it could not have been true for long, for from 
Ben Franklin's story in the "Autobiography" of the way that 
he made his first contribution it is clear that from the out-
set some anonymous papers were received• We know that this 
was true at the end of the first year for in the issue of 
December 4, 1721, the editor ends an advertisement with the 
words, "nor do I know the Authors of many of the Letters 
sent to me"• The ao-oalled Hell·Fire Club continued its ex-
istenoe throughout the life of the "Courant"t but it was an 
editorial board rather than an authors' club.# There must 
have been a very large number of casual contributor&, but 
their identity could not have been known even to the pub-
lishers of the journal and it was probably a good editorial 
policy which kept them so close a secret. 
The "Courant" was a sport among the Boston news-
papers of the period, but· it marked a definite stage in 
# This opinion is borne out by an advertisement appearing 
in the "New-England Courant" of February 18, 1723,- "At the 
last Meeting of our Club it was unanimously agreed,~at all 
Letters to be inserted in this Paper, shall come directed 
to old Janus;~ whereof our Correspondents are to take Notice, 
and conform themselves accordingly." 
• 
their development. After its disappearance in 1726 a series 
of journals a:f'ose to continue its literary traditions. The 
effect of ita political insurgency was not felt until a later 
period. How large its circulation was we cannot tell, but 
the fact that its average number of advertisements was only 
about one third that in the contemporary "News-Letter" and 
"Gazette" is significant. Yet it mtist have had a large num ... 
ber of readers# and a wide influence. It was the best printed 
and best arranged paper of the time and in these respects it 
set up a standard which was not surpassed until after the Re-
volution. Two claims may properly be made for it, viz. that 
it introduced literary traditions among the newspapers of 
Massachusetts, and that it educated the general public to be-
come contributors to their columns. 
I In the issue of February 11, 1723, Benjamin Frank~in laid 
claim to the largest circulation of all the newspapers pub-
lished in Boston:- "This ~aper having met with so general 
an Aoceptanoe in Town and Country, as to require a far great-
er Humber of them to be printed, than there is of the other 
public Papers; and it being besides more generally read by a 
vast Number of Borrowers, who do not take it in," the Publish-
er thinks proper to give this public Notice for the Incour-
agement of those who would have Advertisements insetted in 
the public Prints, which they may have printed in this Paper 
at a moderate Price." 
Of· also Mr. s. N .. D· North's statement that "It had been 
left ·for Franklin to introduce into journalism that versatil-
ity whioh now began to create something of a public demand 
for this vehicle of intelligence•" Report on the Periodical 
Press in the United States published in Vol. VIII. of the 
appendixes to the tenth census, PP• 13 and 14• 
IV. 
Third Period, 1727 - 1735. 
Addisonian ism• 
Strange influences must have been at work in the literary 
atmosphere of Boston in the spring of 1727, for on the 
ninth of March the conservative "News ... Letter" published 
verse for the first time in its history. Six trochaic 
stanzas excla~med over "Parthenissa 1 s 1' Beauty blooming"; 
and interrupted the unbroken stream of stupid 'intelli-
gence' which had flowed in the columns of that paper for 
twenty-three years. The publication of this verse did 
not mark a change in the "Letter's" editorial policy; 
excepting two or three Latin elegies no more poetry 
found its way into that paper for several years there-
after; but it was a symptom of a change impending in 
newspaperdom. 
On March 20th the change came to pass with the 
advent of ~The New-England Weekly Journal"• The new pub ... 
lioation bore the imprint, "Boston, Printed by s. Knee-
land, at the Printing-House in Queen-Street, where Adver-
tisements are taken in•" Newspapers at this time did not 
profess to have editor~; they boasted of 'authors', i.e. 
the ovmers, who collected and arranged the material which 
appeared week by week, but who, unfortunately, made small 
effort to choose their material wisely and would have 
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been quite incapable of correcting or revising dt if they 
had ever thought of doing such a thing. Sometimes, as 
was true in the cases o·f l!'ranklin and Kneeland, the author 
was also the printer, but usually this was not so. Samuel 
Kneeland ( 1697 ... 1769 ) had been apprenticed to a printer 
probably as early as 1712· Since 1719 he had printed "The 
Boston Gazette", and for some years he had owned a book ... 
store and stationer's shop. When he became the publisher 
of "The Weekly Journal" in 1727 he had had eight years of 
practical newspaper experience, and fifteen years of train-
ing in the printing business, a preparation for editorial 
tasks far sounder than any of his predecessors had enjoyed. 
If he had wished to publish a journal of the type of either 
the "Gasette" or the 11 Courant" he might have undertaken the 
task confidently, but he believed that Boston was ready for 
a newspaper on the model of the British litera~ periodicals 
and to produce such a paper he resolved to secure the help 
of Rev. Mather Byles and Judge Danforth• These men, with 
Rev. Thomas Prince, were the real editors, and for several 
months they produced a literary paper of some merit. 
In the first number 'Proteus Echo'# introduced 
himself and announced "Measures concerting for rendring this 
Paper universally esteemed and useful, in which 'tis hoped % 
# 'Proteus' was a title suggested originally for old 'Janus' 
of "The New-England Courant" but the latter name superceded 
it. 'Proteus Echo' was perhaps a better name than 'Janus' 
to ·represent the authorship of these newspapers. 
% The quotation is taken from a subsequent statement of in-
tention printed in the issue of April 8, 1728• 
the Public will be gratif.y'd, and by which those Gentlemen 
who desire to be improved in History, Philosophy, Poetry, 
&c. will be greatly advantaged•" In the second number he 
introduced a club the members of which were to figure in 
the ·essays following. There were Squire Gravely, Timothy 
Blunt, whose Intellectuals were very much out of Repair. 
Christopher Careless, Will Bitterly, a Cynic and Astrologer, 
and Mr. Honeysuckle, the Blossom of the Society, beside Two 
Divines who were to have no inconsiderable part in the week-
ly entertainments. The club so elaborately described did 
not bear any part in the subsequent papers, but Proteus Echo 
reappeared at intervals• It is poawible that some, and per-
.haps that all, of the names in the list of the club may have 
represented persona who were expected to contribute to the 
paper, but seems more probable that these characters were in-
traduced in conformity to traditions handed down f~om the 
"Spectator"• Certainly such names as Mr. Honeysuckle and 
Will Bitterly are reminincent of the De Coverly Papers. 
In the third issue of the "Weekly Journal" a "Crit-
icism of Nonsense" laughed at some fulsome dithyrambs on 
.Beacon hill which had appeared over the signature of a cer-
tain Mr. Brimstone. The essay is a shrewd piece of critical 
sarcasm, and recalls the literary criticism which had ap-
peared in the "Courant", but it d!id not sound the key ... note 
of the papers which followed. They dealtgenerally with 
moral themes and treated them in typical eighteent~e. 
They were eminently correct in form and· orthodox in r:1o.tter, 
but to modern ears they sound stiff and insincere. At the 
time they were much praised and widely read, and so late as 
38. 
1807 ~ 1808 they were still rated so highly that the editor of 
"The Emerald", a Boston literary magezine, reprinted them, and 
introduced them to his readers as "the solid fare on which our 
ancestors regaled"• "The introductory paper," says Buckingham#, 
"is not inferior in easy and quiet humor to those in which Addi-
son, Steele, and Mackenzie introduced themselves to the readers 
of The Tattler, SpectatDr, and Mirror•" Perhaps this praise is 
not too high if we are careful to remember its limitation to the 
first paper only• It was plainly an imitation of the De Caverly 
classics and as such was a success, but it set a better standard 
than could ~e maintained. The persons of the club were not used 
to give the concrete reality and interest in character to these 
essays which Steele's and Addison's series possessed, and the pa-
pers soon degenerated into abstract discussions of politics, the-
ology, and casuistry. 
The essays seem to have been written by a small group 
of correspondents who worked rather unsystematically and some-
times failed to supply the "Journal" with its weekly 'specula-
tion'~· The slight range of variety in style and matter and the 
I I 
compapatively high order of'excellence in these 'entertainments' 
indicates that they were the product of a small number of con-
tributors who were rather better educated than the men who had 
contributed tb .the "Courant"• Kneeland did not throw his col-
umns open to the general public as Franklin had done, and in 
# Vidre mspeetlnren of :Newspaper Literature II by J. T. Buckingham, 
PP• :90. -- 9~.:: · 
% "It is said that these essays were written by three diffeJrent 
persona, but it is not possible now to identify the several 
writers. Judge Danforth. the Rev• Mather Byles, and the Rev. 
Thomas Prince were undoubtedly contributors to the paper•" 
"Specimens of liewspaper Literature", pp. 100 - 101. 
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consequence, though lie secured a better literary quality, lie 
soon ran short of original material, his contributors lost 
interest, and at the end of the first year he had to rely up-
on news and second hand essays taken from the London maga-
zines• During the third year he prin~ed another series of 
original 'speculations'# but they were a failure, and he never 
renewed the effort to get literary matter from writers inside 
the colony. 
During the first three years the "Journal" published 
a number of rhymes, principally light satire and adulatory 
verse addressed to the Kings and Governors. The first specimen 
of satire came out in the fifteenth issue ( July 3, 1727. ) and 
was thrust at the Harvard students. The opening lines are worth 
quoting because they are typical of the exaggeration which char-
acterized the poetry printed in this newspaper;-
To bow'ry Beds the £eather'd Flocks resort, 
With rustling Winds the amorous Breezes sport; 
From ev'ry Door the flaunting Females rush, 
And with fierce Charms, like glowing Meteors, blush. 
With Hat in Rand the bowing Beau appears, 
To guard the streaming Splendors to their Ca~s. 
Mather Byles seems to have been the poetaster responsible for 
most of this verse.% A poem in honor of the coronation of 
# This series was "supposed to P-.ave been principally composed by 
Governor Burnet; they began the January after his arrival in Bos-
ton and they ceased a few weeks before his death." There is "A 
fime of the Journal, containing these numbers, with an index writ-
ten by a former proprietor of the volume. In this index the 18 
numbers are noticed thus, ' Speculation- Gov- Ho. 1, 2, etc.'" 
Isaiah Thomas, "A History of .Printing", Vol. II., P• 224. % "Tradition affirms that most of the poetical contributions were 
from the pen of Mr. Byles." "A History of Printing", Vol. II, plOl/ 
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George II. and another poem in honor of Governor Burnet's advent 
in the province are signed by him, and a third, entitled "The 
God of Tempest", is attributed to him in an anthology which was 
edited by Dr. Belknap. # These three poems have the perfervid-
neas and exaggeration which mars even the hlunor in sttch a line 
as the fourth quoted; 
And with fierce Charms, like glowing Meteors, blush. 
Byles took himself very seriousl~ as a poet. He had written 
some flattering heroics addressed to Pope and sent them to the 
author of "The Du.nciad", and for answer had a letter of effu-
sive praise of his verses, which, not suspecting its obvious 
irony, he was fond of showing off· Thus encouraged, he set up 
as chief poetic contributor and editor of the "Journa~" and 
presided over that department_during the first four or five 
years of its publication. 
After 1728 the "Weekly Journal" ceased almost alto-
gether to print original matter and ~~ew upon the London p~r~ 
iodicals for its 'entertainments'• An analysis of its contents 
throughout a period of eight months ( January to July ) in 1733 
brings out the fact that out of thirty-five numbers only five 
have any literary material by looal writers, and ~f these five 
one contains an elegy on the death of an infant and two contain 
open letters written by members of opposite factions in a church 
quarrel in Rhode Island• Sixteen issues are news-sheets only;· 
and eleven are supplied with articles taken from English Ipape-rs.% 
If Of· "A History of Printing" by Isaiah Thomas, p. 104· % The British magazines most drawn upon were "The ·Free ·Briton", 
"'::he Daily Courant", "The Universal Specta~or", "The London 
Journal", "Fog's Journal", and "The Vleekly Register". 
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Two numbers contain articles i'111om "The South Ca:tolin~ Gazetterr. 
" 
After an effort oi' three years Kneeland had given up. the attempt 
to produce an original literary paper and was content to print 
an 'intelligenoer' having about 50% of its numbers garnished 
with short second-hand essays. 
In September, 1731, Jeremy Gridley, a young lawyer 
and a Harvard graduate, had courage to launch a literary news-
paper which did not introduce a club of contributors nor a pre-
siding deity nor any of the other machinery which the "Tattler" 
and "Spectator" and their successful English imitators had made 
popular. He announced a series of essats by himself, apologized 
frankly for his want of training for the work, but told the pub-
lic boldly what his purpose was and then carried it out. In the 
first five numbers the essays. are evidently all from his pen. 
Typically they were treatments of Popios like Truth and Pleasure 
in a style inh~rited from Addison and in thought borrowed ~rom 
Locke. Sometimes they dealt with concrete matters such as the 
witchcraft superstition. One of them was a whimsical apologue 
telling how Erometheus, when he had made the first and perfect 
man, left his humanity-factory to his assistants, who put to-
gether bodies made of limbs and organs never meant to go into 
the same individual and bungleoc the build and spoiled the tem-
per of the race. His purpose in these essays is best expressed 
in his own words,# "My Design in these ~apers is to endeavor to 
manumit and free Mankind from the many Impositions, Frauds, and 
Delusions which interrupt their Happiness.n This general idea 
informs all the original matter contained in the "Rehearsal", 
if. The quotation is taken from "The Weekly Rehearsal rr, issue of 
January 31, 1732. 
and in the enthusiasm o~ the ~irst few months Gridley pro-
duced the best work which had appeared up until that time in 
any American neswpaper, but his writing gradually deteriorated 
and he began to alternate his easats with reports of the Span-
ish Inquisition and the Jesuits.# In less than a year he 
tired of the effort and sold his paper to Thomas Fleet, who 
continued it as a simple newsMsheet until August 25, 1735· 
The explanation of Gridley's failure, as well as of 
the failure of the effort to make "The !raw-England Weekly 
Journal" a literary paper, lay probably in public apathy toward 
such publications rather than in any want of skill and ability 
in the editors.% Few men in the colony of Massachusetts were 
better equipped tck~oo:riduat_ !:1 newspaper~:than 'Gridley, who af-
terward became Attorney-General pf the province, and as Colonel 
of the first regiment of militia and Grand .Mastel" of Free Masons 
showed unusual qualities as a leader in politics and society. 
Certainly nonenof his contemporaries succeeded in publishing a 
better paper than he published during the first weeks in which 
he brought out "The Weekly Rehearsal"• His failure proved that 
the times were not ready for a primarily literary periodical, 
and no more efforts of the ~ind were made until the foundation 
of "The American Magazine and Historical Chronicle", the first 
secular periodical in America, in 1748· 
# In "The Weekly Rehearsal" of november 1, 1731, an account of the 
Spanish Inquisition by a M.ahommetan Moore was begun. It ended two 
weeks later. Afterward "The Case at Tou:j.on, between ll,ather Gerard, 
the Jesuit, -and Mad:=J.moiselle Cadiere" ran serially through five is ... 
sues. · 
%"The receipts of the Rehearsal never amounted to more than enough 
to defray the expenses of publication 11 • s. N. D. North's report, 
P• 15• 
v. 
Fourth Period, 1735 - 1755· 
Later Newspapers. · 
When Fleet renamed the "Weekly Rehearsal" and began to publish 
it as the "Boston Evening Post"# there were three other news-
papers in the city, the old "News-Lettern, the "Gazette", and 
the "New-England Weekly Journal", all of them representing i-
deals in publishing which had either grown antiquated or proved 
impracticable. The two older papers still clung to the policy 
of printing little else than "the freshest advioes, foreign 
and domestic", and the "Jonrnal" preserved the ghost of its 
pristine literary aspirations by borrowing an occasional ~en­
tertainment' from English sources. The stress of competition 
for the support of a public which had not proved itself re-
sponsive to literary features had compelled the newspapers to 
acquiesce in a rather narrowly limited standard. For the 
three years from 1732 to 1735 the "Rehearsal" was a careless-
ly printed intelligenoer no better than the poorest of its 
competitors; then its 'author' decided to make some improve-
menta and he initiated them at the time whem he altered the 
paper's name to "The Boston Evening Post 11 • 
Fleet brought a sadly needed quality into the jour-
nalism of Boston, a sense of humor. He could laugh at himself 
1J= The first number of "The :Boston Evening .Post" appeared on 
the 25th of August, 1~35· 
and laugh charitably at other men, unless he chanced to despise 
them, and then he laughed at them very uneharitably. \7hen his 
subscribers were in arrears and his profits were turning to 
losses he announced "a Dissertation upon the mean and humble 
state of the Printers of this Town", in which he was promised 
t'the Assistance of a worthy Friend and able Casuist, who says 
he doubts not but he shall easily make it appear, even to the 
Satisfaction og the Printers themselves, that they may be as 
good Christians and as useful Neighbors and as legal Subjects, 
altho' they sh~uld sometimes feed upon Beef and Pudding, as 
they have hitherto approved themselves by their most rigid ab-
stemious way of living."# Under such editing the "Post" beoame 
the most prosperous paper in Boston•% Fleet understood the pop-
ular demand in the newspapJT market,·and he undertook to meet 
it better than his competitmrs were doing. He saw that it was 
not a time for innovation, that the general character of his 
rivals' papers satisfied the people, and that the only improve-
ment which could be made advantageously in the rechristened 
"Weekly Rehearsaln was a general bettering of the features which 
it already contained. He published the initial number of the 
"Evening Post" on a larger sheet than had been used by any 
earlier newspaper and he made it the best printed paper in Mas-
sachusetts. .His foreign news service was somehow contrived to 
be prompter than the report of European news had been in the 
past and his items of domestic information were gathered from 
# The quotation is taken from "The Boston Evening Post", No. 50. 
fa Of. "The Evening .Post"soon became the most popular of the Bos-
ton newspapers rr .• Buckingham, "Specimens of newspaper Literature II' 
Vol. I., P• 129~ 
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all over the colonies and were representative of provincial 
life. He even turned his attention to the advertisements, for 
they were impo~tant in a sheet which had only two pages and 
often gave up ·more than one fourth of its space to advertising, 
and by skill in phrasing he made that department attrqctive to 
both readers and tradespeople• The "Post" was a newspaper pri-
marily and about 50% of its issues were given up wholly to news; 
it never published an original essay but at frequent intervals 
it reprinted short articles from other periodicals. Original 
material in the form of personal controversy waK admitted some-
times, and in open letters to each other quarreling merchants 
and ministers told the publie about their differences. They 
wrote with the irascibility which men so often displayed in 
11iri tan New England, and they helped splendidly, no doubt, in 
the sale of the paper. 
Fleet professed to be nonpartisan and printed letters 
on both sides of every question. He was careful about publish-
ing political controversy but the disputes of the clergy and 
the church were regularly plead in his paper. Fleet himself 
maintained a philosophical attitude in the struggles of which 
"The Evening Post" was the battlefield· He despised the min-
isters for their "dcsi~e to have the sole direction of our con-
sciences, and that we shall be~ieve all they say, and nothing 
else", and found "reason to suspect, from the squabbles and con-
tentions observable among themselves at this day, that there are 
but few m"Em in these parts of the world whose dictates are in-
fallible"• For eight years he maintained his nonpartisan policy, 
but in 1743, after Whitefield had preached in the colonies for 
several months, he renounced it. Puritanism had never had his 
sympathy, but this wandering Methodist sttrred his anger. He 
declared war on him and on his allies, Tennant, Erskine, Mao 
Donald, and Pr.inoe, on his 'Great Work', on 'Enthusiasm', and 
all things 'enthusiastical' in religion. The other Boston news-
papers had taken sides, in a dispassionate way, with the 'En-
thusiasts', and the nGazette" especially had taken Vlhi tefield 's 
part when, at the end of his f~rst visit to Boston in 1741, it 
bade him 
"Go, blessed Boanerges, go, 
Let Sinners hear, 
That Wrath is n~ar. "if= 
At first Fleet published l~tters £rom correspondents in both 
camps, but his antipathy to the reformers got the better of 
his judgment and he announced that he believed itinerant preach-
ing to be "a great Instrument of religious Mischief", and at ... 
tacked the itinerants in a series of letters and articles which 
ran through almost every number for about three years. ~ben 
Whitefield retired the "Post" resumed the character of a reli-
able and readable intellit,;encnl· imJc ·,1her.. !'..<> came back to Boston 
in 1754 it began the attack afresh in "An Epistle to the Rev. 
G----- w~-------"• Master of Arts indeed;• 
"~aul we know", said the writer,".Peter we have often read 
\ 
and heard of, but who art thou ? Ohl a fhirteenth Apostle, a 
Tenth Muse, a BiourthGrace,an Bighth Wise Man, a :Metropolitan 
among the Methodists ( a WOrd perhaps new, but with a little 
# The quotation is taken from the Boston Gazette" of IJ.arch 5th, 
1741· 
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Straining deducible from lliethodeuo, to deceive ) a Brachrnan in 
Holy Orders, a Physician, no a ~uack, in the Church, and a Beg-
gar in the State. In the Priesthood a .Mountaineer, in the Church 
a Physician, or rather a Mountebank, in the State a Mendicant." 1 
The sheer ferocitu of these letters passes a oodern 
reader's imagination. They reveal the power wielded by the cler~ 
gy and the jealousy with which every intrusion was regarded, and 
they reflect the extraordinary violence and intensity of feeling 
dn mattersof religion in eighteenth century New England.Fleet's 
press was busy turning out anti-Enthusiasm pamphlets. Rev. Wil-
liam Hobby of Reading published "A Defence of the Itinerancy and 
Conduct of the Rev. Mr. Whitefield", and Fleet retorted with "A 
Sprig of Birch for Billy's Breecih", a scurrilous attack on both 
the champion and his protege •. ·"The Evening Post" was not for-
mally the organ of the conservative churvh party but it was the 
chief pleader against the \Yhitefieldians, whereever they appeared, 
and it waged an incessant battle against their official magazine, 
"The Christiam History", founded by Thomas Prince, Jr., in 1743. 
The "History" surrendered to the onslaught in 1745, after a strug ... 
gle of two years, but Whitefield and his 'Work' went On until they 
suffered the reaction to which such men and movements are doomed. 
Probably the appeals to prejudice and passion made by the "Post" 
rather postponed than hastened that result. The interest taken 
in the utterances of Fleet and his school in a time of such ex-
citement was great and the circulation of his paper large, but 
its actual influence was perhaps not very considerable• Open 
·/f The quotation is taken from 11 The Boston Evening ..i:ost" of Sep ... 
tember 23rd, 1754. 
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opposition to itinerant evan~elists often has a curiously unex-
pected result • · 
Aside from the two outbreaks against Vihi tefield "The 
Boston Evening I'oat" remained all its life the representative 
newspaper of the city, having a simple news-sheet as its typic-
al issue and once in six weeks printing a 'Speculation' from the 
"London Journaln or an open ltetter in which some good Puritan 
divine called a brother minister a Cockatrice.# It survived the 
Provincial Stamp Act of 1755 and continued to be the most pop-
ular newspaper in Boston until the Revolution. 
In the interval between Whitefield's visits the first 
. 
political journal in America, 11The Boston Independent Advertiser", 
ran a short but brillian course' 1748 - 1750 ). Its publishers 
and printers were Rogers and Fowle who owned a printing house and 
shop in Queen street, but, though they were the best printers in 
Boston, it seems clear that someone who kept entirely out mf 
sight was the real editor. Isaiah Thomas says% that the authors 
were ~ club of t~igs,of' whom Samuel Adams was one, and that the 
paper was brought out for the very definite purpose of stirring 
public resentment against British encroachment. 
The character of the paper lends color to Thomas's 
statement. Like all the newspapers during this period it ap-
peared weekly on a large single sheet printed on both sides with 
two columns to the page, but it published little neTis and adver-
tising and gave itself up to political discussion. lta political 
:ffo Of. "The Boston Evening Post" of January lOth, 1743· 
% Vide "A History of Printing", Vol· II., p 237. 
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material was of two kinds;- criticism of the coionial government 
and abstract treatment of the theory of statecraft. It was bold 
in its criticism and availed itself of the liberty which the :'::: 
press had gradually won in the forty~five years preceding and 
added to its freedom, but it was never scurrilous nor unfair, 
it seems to have taken great care not misstate fact, and it es-
caped collision with the authorities. The impressment of.men 
in the streets of Boston for His Majesty's Ships, the increuse 
of the public debt, the cession of Cape Breton bu the Peace of 
Aix-la-Chapelle, and the effort made by .His Majesty's Governor 
to suppress a book dealing with the history of the province in 
which his friend, Admiral Knowles, was unfavorably mentioned, 
are typical of the subjects of criticism dealt with by the "Ad-
vertiser". On all of them it took an attitude hostile to the 
authorities and maintained its position. At the time its ac-
tion had very little significance but it paved the way for lat-
er Republican newspapers and trained at least one of the writ-
ers who were to contribute to them. 
~e articles on the theory of government have u pecul-
iar interest. They were not at all revolutionary and many of 
them were not original• They w~re thoroughly sybmissive in 
their allusions--:;to England and agreed very heartily that the 
Hanoverian monarchy was the best possible form of government. 
In general they were expositions of the philosophy prevailing 
in the mother-country, and beggnning with the axiom that self-
love is the sole motive of conduct they argued through a chain 
of necessary conclusions to the theory that monarchy is a con-
tract between king and people, a contract which may be broken 
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at any time by the latter jf the ruler fails to perform his duty; 
but, they were careful to add, there was not the slightest occa-
sion for Englishmen to break their contract with their king. 
From the relation of the people to their governors they went on 
to discuss the relations of state to state, and beginning,again 
with the principle of self-love, within the space of two columns, 
they would derive the whole structure of international law: 
"By Laws Societies subsist within themselves and by Force 
they defend themselves against each other. And as in the Busi-
ness of Faith and Leagues between Nation and Matio~ Treaties 
are made by Consent. but kept by Fear and Power, and observed 
and violated just as .Interest, Advantage, and Opportunjt~es in-
vite, without Regard to Faith and Good Conscience, which are on-
ly Words of Good Breeding, with which Courts compliment one an-
other and themselves; so between Subject and Subject, and be-
tween Magistrate and Subject, Concord and Securlity are preserved 
by the Terror of Laws, and the Ties of Mutual Interest; and both 
Interest and Terror derive their Strength from the Impulses of 
Self-Love.n{J= 
The monotonous ringing of the changes on self-love 
must have grown tiresome before two years had passed. To-day 
it would seem unspeakably silly, and in ~uat the form it took 
in the "Advertiser", perhaps a little bit dangerous to the 
peace of nations. It was to reach its climax in an elegy on 
Isaac Watts quoted in the issue of 1lay 22nd, 1749, in which 
:fJ The quotation is taken from "The Boston Independent Advertiser" 
of October 24, 1748· 
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the grief felt for the old saint was shovm in just six lines to 
be a logical consequence of self-love, and all the finer for 
being so: 
"Thy .l!'uneral Honours weepiug Friends have paid, 
Peace to thy hallow'd Dustl Paternal Shade. 
Our Thoughts those mournful Images employ, 
0, lately ours, whom Angels now enjoy. 
Still flows the Tear which Wisdom bids us blame. 
Self-Love its Yieakness hides with Sorrow's .Name •" 
The "Advertiser" made some liter~ry pretentions. It 
introduced{! a mysterious cobbler, the person who "had wrote most 
of the Pieces here published",as a man of wide eduoction gained 
by independent study, and possessed through his business rela-
tions with a familiarity with the workings of the General Court. 
In this figure there is a recollection of old Janus and Proteus 
Echo and there is also an adumbration of the Westchester Farmer & 
his fellows whose letters were to arouse the colonies twenty 
years later. The "Pieces here published", judged from a literary 
standpoint, were the best essays printed in any paper which ap-
peared before the year 1755·They hali the virtues of clearness, 
exactness, and variety of e~preesion, though they were ma~red by 
self-consciousness and a certain pedantry for which every 'po-
lite writer' of that time strove. 
iJ: The cobbler.appears in "The Boston Independent Advertiserrr of 
December 26, 1748· 
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Conclusion. 
With "The Boston Independent Advertiser" this study of the de-
velopment of the colonial newspapers of Boston ends. During 
the period 1704 ~ 1755 a total of nine papers was published and 
of these seven have been treated in detail· Nothing has been 
said about the "Boston Weekly Post ... Boy" which, founded in 1734 
by Ellis Huska, postmaster at that time,· lasted until the latter 
part of the year 1754, nor of "The Boston Gazette and Weekly Ad-
vertiser" which Samuel Kneeland brought out as a direct succes-
sor to his "Boston Gazette and Weekly Journal" in 175z{J:, and 
which succumbed to the Provincial Stamp Act in 1755. Niether of 
these papers is important in a study which is chiefly concerned 
to bring out in proper proportion the facts necess~ry to an un-
derstanding of the growth of the newspaper as an institution in 
the early colonial period of the city of Boston. The details of 
the individual history of the nine publications in question has 
been investigated repeatedly since Isaiah Thomas first studied 
·the subject briefly in his "History of Printing" in 1810, and 
they have been very fUlly and authoritatively established by the 
research carried on ~der the directionpof the Massachusetts Co-
lonial Society. Both the rrPost-Boy" and the "Weekly Advertiser" 
were discontinued just before the Stamp Act of 1755 went into 
effect and they left only two newspapers in the field, "The Bos-
ton News-Letter" and "The Boston Evening Post".% The first or 
# "The Boston Gazette" and "The New-England Weekly Journal" were 
combined in 1741 and published thereafter as "The Boston Gazette 
and Weekly Advertiser"• 
% The printers Edes and Gill launched a newspaper in April,· 1755, 
/......;..:;.A 
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Provincial Stamp Act marks the end of the first half century of 
newspaper publication in Boston and the end of what may proper-
ly be called its formative period• 
which was a direct continuation of "The Boston Gazette and Week-
ly Advertiser"• 
• 
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